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CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Pursuant to Fed. R. App. P. 26.1 and 6 Cir. R. 26.1-1, amicus certifies that 

the National Association of Scholars (NAS) is a nonprofit corporation that has no 

parent corporation, and is not publicly held. 
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INTEREST OF THE AMICUS CURIAE 

The National Association of Scholars is an organization of professors, grad-

uate students, and others dedicated to the promotion of traditional higher educa-

tion. It focuses on principles of freedom of thought and conscience, rigorous intel-

lectual inquiry, and the need for coherent curricula, grounded in the western tradi-

tion of disciplined research. It is also devoted to the defense of traditional academ-

ic freedom and the open, civil and free expression of ideas on college campuses, 

including those which may be unpopular, controversial or provocative. 

Pursuant to Fed. R. App. P. 29(c)(5)(B), the NAS notes that the Alliance De-

fense Fund, the public interest law firm that represents appellant, contributed funds 

to NAS towards the preparation of this brief and the NAS used those funds to pay 

counsel. NAS did not receive any financial incentive to file the brief, in the form of 

any funds or other benefits beyond what was needed to pay for the preparation of 

the brief. The brief represents the views of NAS, which has long defended academ-

ic freedom. This is the very sort of case in which NAS would normally want to 

participate on the side of the student. 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

Whether the defendants violated the First Amendment by expelling Julea 

Ward from their public university counseling program, and by maintaining discip-
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linary policies that restrict constitutionally protected student speech; and whether 

the district court erred in answering ―no‖ to those questions, in granting defendants 

summary judgment, and in denying summary judgment to plaintiffs. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The record demonstrates that Julea Ward was expelled from the College of 

Education‘s counseling education program based on her beliefs and on her speech 

to her professors, not under any general policy barring referrals of clients to other 

counselors. The College of Education has repeatedly faulted Ward for her beliefs, 

and for her statements to her professors. Those statements and beliefs violate Col-

lege policy that bans ―condon[ing] . . . discrimination,‖ as the defendants have in-

terpreted that policy. And the record reflects that there was no policy against refer-

ral of clients to other counselors; Ward‘s query about referring a client who sought 

counseling for matters related to his homosexuality was thus permissible.  

It follows that the College‘s dismissal of Ward was unconstitutionally based 

on her speech and beliefs, with the referral of the client serving as just a pretext. 

The defendants should be ordered to reinstate Ward, and to stop enforcing what 

has become an unconstitutional speech code. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. Julea Ward Was Expelled Based on Her Beliefs and Her Speech to Her 

Professors, Not Under Any General Policy Barring Referrals of Clients 

to Other Counselors 

A. The Defendants Faulted Ward for Her Beliefs and for Her Speech 

to Her Professors 

Julea Ward, a university student, holds certain views on a controversial top-

ic. She expressed her viewpoints in conversations with her professors. Her profes-

sors believed those viewpoints to be ―homophobi[c],‖ Letter of Prof. Dugger to Ju-

lea Ward of Feb. 2, 2009, at 1, Dkt. #80-2, at 1. They faulted her for ―communi-

cat[ing] bias,‖ id., to faculty members (not to clients). They faulted her for ―com-

municat[ing]‖ to the faculty ―an attempt to maintain [her] belief system‖ about 

what counseling options are appropriate (and not merely for attempting to main-

taining her ―behaviors‖). Tr. of Formal Review Hearing, Mar. 10, 2009, at 8, Dkt. 

#1-5, at 9 (statement of Prof. Dugger). 

Her professors similarly viewed with ―concern‖ Ward‘s ―statements and res-

ponses to feedback about working with individual clients who identify as gay, les-

bian, bisexual or transgendered‖—statements and responses made in classes and 

meetings with faculty members. Letter of Prof. Dugger to Julea Ward of Feb. 19, 

2009, at 2, Dkt. #1-4, at 2. This in fact was given as part of the reasons for calling 

the formal review meeting that led to Ward‘s expulsion. Id. 
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Likewise, defendants fault Ward for ―offer[ing] her continuing view that she 

should be able to ‗offer services [to a client] that would specifically try and change 

their perceived sexual orientation—from homosexual to heterosexual,‘‖ Defen-

dants‘ Br. in Support of Motion for Summ. Judg. at 11, Dkt. #82, at 19 (emphasis 

added), and for ―strongly disagree[ing] with the [American Counseling Associa-

tion‘s] position‖ opposing such services, id. at 3, Dkt. #82, at 11. The objection has 

been to Ward‘s viewpoints about what ought to be allowed, and not to Ward‘s ac-

tions or Ward‘s counseling (since she has never in fact tried to provide such coun-

seling). 

The defendants also apparently viewed Ward‘s views as theologically incon-

sistent. In the formal review meeting, Prof. Dugger argued that Ward was inconsis-

tent in ―being willing to set aside her religious values‖ as to other behavior she 

thought sinful—such as ―abortion, child abuse, murder,‖ ―killing, lying, stealing, 

and many other behaviors‖—while still ―express[ing] a belief that she could not set 

aside her religious values in order to effectively counsel non-heterosexual clients 

constitutes discrimination.‖ Transcript of Formal Review Hearing, Mar. 10, 2009, 

at 5–6, Dkt. #1-5, at 6–7. Likewise, Prof. Francis‘s ―theological bout‖ with Ward, 

id. at 28–30, Dkt. #1-5, at 29–31, rested on the implicit view that Ward should be 

willing—if she were theologically consistent—to counsel gay students in a homo-
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sexuality-affirmative way, even though she thought they were sinners.  

Of course, a likely explanation for Ward‘s position is that she would proba-

bly not be told to affirm a client‘s values supporting ―killing, lying, stealing, and 

many other behaviors,‖ but was indeed being told to affirm the client‘s values with 

regard to sexual practices that she believed to be sinful. (Ward also pointed out that 

she viewed abortion as different from homosexual behavior, because she would be 

allowed to discuss alternatives to abortion with the client, while she would not be 

allowed to discuss alternatives to homosexual behavior. Id. at 13, Dkt. #1-5, at 14.) 

But the broader point is that Prof. Dugger and Prof. Francis were faulting Ward for 

what they saw as her inconsistent or hypocritical religious belief system. 

B. Ward’s Beliefs and Speech Violate College of Education Policy, as 

Interpreted by the Defendants 

And Ward‘s speech and beliefs proved to be institutionally perilous to her. 

Defendants apparently interpret the College of Education policy that bans ―con-

don[ing] . . . discrimination,‖ Finding Your Way: The Counseling Student Hand-

book 59 ¶ C.5, Dkt. #1-3, at 17, as a speech code that bans statements and beliefs 

that favor discrimination. Defendant Prof. Perry Francis, Coordinator for Counsel-

ing Services, testified that he views ―condon[ing]‖ as including ―promoting and/or 

supporting‖ discrimination, Francis Deposition, at 103, Dkt. #80-10, at 40. He 

made clear that he sees the prohibition as extending beyond ―actively practic[ing]‖ 
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discrimination, id. at 104, Dkt. #80-10, at 41, and including simply ―promot[ing]‖ 

such discrimination, id. And he gave ―believ[ing] that persons involved in an in-

terracial marriage to be improper, immoral, and contrary to the human condition,‖ 

id. at 56, Dkt. #80-10, at 16, as an example of forbidden ―condoning.‖ 

When policies use vague language such as ―condon[ing] . . . discrimination,‖ 

the way university officials interpret and apply the language is the best illustration 

of what the policy actually means on the ground. See, e.g., Doe v. Univ. of Mich., 

721 F. Supp. 852, 865–66 (E.D. Mich. 1989). Ward‘s position could be interpreted 

by some as advocating discrimination based on sexual orientation in some circums-

tances—though she objects to affirming all sexual relationships, whether homo-

sexual or heterosexual, outside of a marriage between a man and a woman, this 

translates into an acceptance of some heterosexual relationships (the marital ones) 

but no homosexual relationships. She also expresses the view ―that persons in-

volved in [a same-sex relationship]‖ are acting in a way that is ―improper, immor-

al, and contrary to the human condition.‖ It therefore appears that Ward‘s state-

ments violated defendants‘ (unconstitutional) speech code, based on the defen-

dants‘ own interpretations of that code. 

C. Ward’s Query About Referring a Client to Another Counselor 

Did Not Violate the College of Education’s Stated Policies 

In addition to making the statements described in Part I.A, Julea Ward also 
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asked, within her practicum, whether she should refer a client to a different counse-

lor because the client sought counseling related to his homosexual relationship. 

(The particular inquiry was whether she should refer the client right away, or 

whether she should wait to see whether a ―values conflict‖ arose between them, 

and refer the client if that happened.) When later pressed on this, Ward said that 

she would seek to do the same in the future. And if there were a blanket rule re-

quiring practicum students to counsel all prospective clients without the possibility 

of referral to other counselors, amicus would have agreed that it would generally 

be proper for the university to discipline a student for violating the rule. A univer-

sity is generally entitled to require students to say and do various things as part of 

practical training. 

But the record reflects that there was no such blanket rule. The College of 

Education repeatedly made clear that it is proper for counselors to refer clients to 

other counselors when the counselor has serious reservations about counseling the 

client. 

The College‘s own teaching materials make clear that the decision whether 

to counsel a client or instead ―to seek the services of another practitioner‖ should 

be based on partly on the counselor‘s ―willingness . . . to help the client pursue the 

[client‘s] selected goals,‖ which in turn would be based on the counselor‘s ―accep-
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tance of the goals as worthwhile and important.‖ Dkt. #79-5, at 5. ―If you have a 

major reservation about pursuing selected goals, a referral might be more helpful 

to the client.‖ Id. ―Referral may be appropriate . . . if the client wants to pursue a 

goal that is incompatible with your value system [or] if you are unable to be objec-

tive about the client‘s concern.‖ Id. ―There may be times when a referral is neces-

sary because of an unresolved and interfering value conflict with a client.‖ Id. at 3. 

―If the client selects goals that severely conflict with the helper‘s values . . ., the 

helper may decide to refer the client . . . .‖ Id. at 6. 

The College‘s teaching materials note that psychologists ―are encouraged to 

recognize how their attitudes and knowledge about lesbian, gay, and bisexual is-

sues may be relevant to assessment and treatment and seek consultation or make 

appropriate referrals when indicated.‖ Dkt. #79-3, at 12 (emphasis added). In fact, 

the materials noted a study reporting that 40% of counselors ―had to refer a client 

because of a value conflict‖ regarding ―personal values about sexual practices.‖ 

Dkt. #79-4, at 6–7. The American Psychological Association‘s Guidelines for Psy-

chotherapy with Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Clients likewise note that psycholo-

gists who are unable to counsel patients on homosexuality-related matters due to 

―contravening personal beliefs‖ ―should . . . make appropriate referrals.‖ The Col-

lege‘s materials treat the APA guidelines for psychologists as applicable to counse-
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lors. See Dkt. #79-3, at 12 (quoting the similar APA Guideline 2, which likewise 

states that ―Psychologists are encouraged to recognize how their attitudes . . . about 

lesbian, gay, and bisexual issues may be relevant to assessment and treatment and . 

. . make appropriate referrals when indicated.‖); Dkt. #79-5, at 4 (same). 

Similarly, many counselors object to ―reparative therapy,‖ an experimental 

therapy that some counselors use to try to help clients who want to change their 

sexual orientations. The American Counseling Association expresses serious 

doubts about the therapy, but recognizes that the need ―to help clients make the 

most appropriate choices for themselves without the counselor imposing her/his 

values‖ may justify ―refer[ring] clients seeking conversion therapy‖ to counselors 

who provide such therapy (if the clients are properly informed of the experimental 

nature of the therapy, and its possible hazards). Joy S. Whitman et al., Ethical Is-

sues Related to Conversion or Reparative Therapy, ACA in the News, May 22, 

2006, available at http://www.counseling.org/PressRoom/NewsReleases.aspx?

AGuid=b68aba97-2f08-40c2-a400-0630765f72f4. Prof. Francis specifically stated 

that he would likewise ―point‖ clients who seek such therapy ―in the appropriate 

direction to find a referral.‖ Francis Deposition, at 92, Dkt. #80-10, at 36. (He 

would not give such a referral himself simply because he does not ―know of any 

counselors right now, in my professional contacts, that know of anybody that pro-
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vides that service.‖ Id.) And conversion counselors are also expected to provide 

referrals to ―gay, lesbian, and bisexual affirmative‖ counselors. Id. at 84, Dkt. #80-

10, at 31. 

And this endorsement of referrals of course makes sense. A counselor has to 

help the client further ―the client[‘]s goals,‖ Tr. of Formal Review Hearing, at 3, 

Dkt. #1-5, at 4 (statement of Prof. Callaway), and ―work within the value system of 

the client, whatever it may be,‖ Declaration of Prof. Francis ¶ 19, Dkt. #14-5, at 5. 

If a counselor has serious reservations about the morality of the goals that a client 

seeks to achieve, the counselor may not be effective in providing the client with 

help in achieving those goals. 

Moreover, counseling requires rapport between counselor and client, which 

helps the client be receptive to the counselor‘s advice. Even if the counselor tries 

hard to hide her serious moral reservations about the client‘s goals, the client may 

sense the counselor‘s reservations, which may make it hard for the client to profit 

fully from the relationship. 

Say, for instance, that a man from a patriarchal culture or religious denomi-

nation comes for counseling, and seeks to find ways to reinforce his culturally and 

religiously designated role as the head of his family by better controlling his wife‘s 

and daughters‘ behavior. Even if the man wishes to accomplish this goal through 
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entirely lawful means, many counselors who take a different view of the proper re-

lations between men and women might find it difficult to help the client reach that 

goal. It would understandably be quite proper—perhaps even obligatory—for such 

counselors to refer the client to someone else, rather than to counsel the client in a 

way that is likely to be ineffective at furthering ―the client[‘]s goals.‖ And this is so 

even though client ―culture‖ and ―religion‖ are just as much protected by the Col-

lege‘s policies as is ―sexual orientation.‖ Finding Your Way: The Counseling Stu-

dent Handbook 59 ¶ C.5, Dkt. #1-3, at 17. 

Of course, referrals ought not be undertaken lightly, especially by students 

who are learning to become more competent counselors. But neither Ward nor the 

counselor in this hypothetical would be treating referral as an easy way out of a 

difficult learning experience. 

Rather, a counselor who has deep moral objections to a particular course of 

action may reasonably recognize that it would be better for the client, as well as for 

the counselor‘s own integrity, to refer the client to some other counselor—a coun-

selor who could work with the client without the potential obstacles to effective 

counseling that would be posed by a serious conflict in values. The situation might 

well be different in a mock-client scenario where a counselor advises classmates, 

professors, or volunteers who are pretending to be clients. A counselor might rea-
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sonably be expected to view a mock-client session as a no-risk opportunity to see 

whether she could learn to helpfully counsel the ―client‖ despite the difference in 

values. But the practicum here involved real clients, and a real risk to those clients 

if the counselor and the client have a serious value conflict. 

Many members of the National Association of Scholars would have a differ-

ent moral reaction towards the goals of the patriarchal client than to the goals of 

the homosexual client. Our point here is not that these clients‘ positions are moral-

ly identical. Rather, our point is that in a society where people—both counselors 

and clients—hold very different moral and religious views, it makes perfect sense 

that referrals would be a legitimate and valuable option for counselors who foresee 

a potential conflict with the client‘s goals.  

It is thus unsurprising that the standard of care set forth by the College itself 

allows such referrals—which is to say allows the very course of action that Ward 

suggested she might need to take. This suggests that Ward was actually punished 

for her expressions of opposition to homosexuality (which would violate the Col-

lege of Education‘s speech code as interpreted by the defendants) and not for refer-

ring the client to another counselor (which is permissible under the College‘s own 

teachings). 
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D. Defendants’ Dismissal of Ward Was Unconstitutionally Based on 

Her Speech, with the Query About Referring the Client Serving 

as Just a Pretext 

The record thus strongly suggests that Ward‘s supposed departure from cur-

ricular requirements was just a pretext for unconstitutional retaliation for her First-

Amendment-protected speech. In this respect, this case is similar to Axson-Flynn v. 

Johnson, 356 F.3d 1277 (10th Cir. 2004), which dealt with a university theater de-

partment‘s retaliation against a student who refused to play a role that required her 

to say vulgarities or profanities. The main difference is that the evidence that Ward 

was punished because of her speech and religious sentiments is materially stronger 

than the similar evidence in Axson-Flynn.  

The Tenth Circuit in Axson-Flynn made clear that, though courts should ―not 

second-guess the pedagogical wisdom or efficacy of an educator‘s goal,‖ courts 

must still ―investigate whether the educational goal or pedagogical concern was 

pretextual.‖ Id. at 1292–93 (emphasis in original). If ―the proffered goal or metho-

dology was a sham pretext for an impermissible ulterior motive,‖ id. at 1293, the 

First Amendment is violated. See also Settle v. Dickson County Sch. Bd., 53 F.3d 

152, 155 (6th Cir. 1995) (concluding that courts should defer to curricular judg-

ments so long as those judgments are not used ―as a pretext for punishing the stu-

dent for her . . . religion or political persuasion‖). 
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And the Tenth Circuit went on to conclude that there was ample evidence of 

pretext. ―In her amended complaint, Axson-Flynn posits that Defendants forced 

her to adhere strictly to the script not because of their educational goals as de-

scribed above, but rather because of ‗anti-Mormon sentiment.‘‖ Axson-Flynn, 356 

F.3d at 1293. Likewise, Ward has introduced evidence that the College dismissed 

her not because of its educational goals, but rather because of its hostility to her 

anti-homosexuality religious views. ―During her deposition, [Axson-Flynn] que-

ried, ‗They respect other kids‘ freedom of religion that aren‘t [Mormon]. Why 

won‘t they respect mine?‘‖ Id. Likewise, Ward has introduced evidence that de-

fendants‘ policies allow referrals in other contexts, including when the counselor 

disapproves of the client‘s religiously motivated desire to overcome the client‘s 

homosexuality, but refused to respect Ward‘s similar preference. 

The Tenth Circuit went on to reason that ―the program‘s insistence that Ax-

son-Flynn speak with other ‗good Mormon girls‘ and that she could ‗still be a good 

Mormon‘ and say these words certainly raises concern that hostility to her faith ra-

ther than a pedagogical interest in her growth as an actress was at stake in Defen-

dants‘ behavior in this case.‖ Id. Likewise, Prof. Francis‘s insistence that Ward 

could still be a good Christian and counsel clients in a homosexuality-affirmative 

way, see supra Part I.A, coupled with his challenge to the perceived consistency of 
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Ward‘s views, ―raises concern that hostility to her faith rather than a pedagogical 

interest in her growth as a [counselor] was at stake in Defendants‘ behavior in this 

case.‖ Similarly, Prof. Dugger‘s faulting Ward for the supposed inconsistency in 

her religious beliefs, see supra Part I.A, suggests that Prof. Dugger was faulting 

Ward based not just on secular, viewpoint-neutral bases, but based on Prof. Dug-

ger‘s perceptions of how a ―good Christian‖ should or should not operate. 

And the Tenth Circuit‘s approach in Axson-Flynn simply reflects the Su-

preme Court‘s approach to government action that supposedly rests on a person‘s 

constitutionally unprotected conduct but may in fact be motivated instead by a per-

son‘s protected speech. Thus, for instance, in Street v. New York, 394 U.S. 576 

(1969), Street was prosecuted for treating the flag disrespectfully; the prosecution‘s 

theory rested both on Street‘s flag burning and on certain things he said that ex-

pressed contempt for the flag. In 1969, when the case was decided, the Supreme 

Court had not yet held that flag burning was constitutionally protected, but the 

Court concluded that it was unnecessary to decide this when reviewing Street‘s 

conviction. Rather, even if flag burning were constitutionally unprotected conduct, 

the conviction could not stand, because ―[the] record [was] insufficient to eliminate 

the possibility either that appellant‘s words were the sole basis of his conviction or 

that appellant was convicted for both his words and his deed.‖ Id. at 590. See also 
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Eaton v. City of Tulsa, 415 U.S. 697, 699 n.* (1974) (requiring reversal of a con-

viction when ―the record fail[ed] to ‗negate the possibility‘ that the conviction was 

based solely or in part on‖ constitutionally protected speech (internal citation omit-

ted)); Bachellar v. Maryland, 397 U.S. 564, 570–71 (1970) (likewise). 

Similarly, in Mt. Healthy City Bd. of Ed. v. Doyle, 429 U.S. 274, 287 (1977), 

the Supreme Court concluded that a government agency‘s refusal to rehire an em-

ployee was unconstitutional if the employee‘s constitutionally protected speech 

was a ―motivating factor‖ for the refusal, unless the employer could show ―that it 

would have reached the same decision . . . even in the absence‖ of the constitution-

ally protected speech. Defendants in our case have not presented credible evidence 

that they would have dismissed Ward simply for referring a client to another coun-

selor—or even for having a practice of referring a class of clients to other counse-

lors—in the absence of her constitutionally protected speech and beliefs. See supra 

Part I.C. 

But even if we are mistaken on this, and Ward was not entitled to summary 

judgment on her claims, defendants were not entitled to summary judgment on 

their claims, either. Ward should at least be entitled to demonstrate to the jury that 

the defendants‘ actions were actually motivated by Ward‘s opinions, and were 

based on defendants‘ enforcement of an unconstitutional speech code, rather than 
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being motivated by Ward‘s query about referring to other counselors clients seek-

ing counseling regarding their same-sex sexual orientation. 

II. The College of Education Appears to Be Maintaining an Unconstitu-

tional Speech Code, Which Should Be Enjoined 

The College of Education is of course entitled to set out performance stan-

dards for class assignments, including work in its practicum. But, as Part I.B dis-

cussed, defendants are treating the College‘s ban on ―condon[ing] . . . discrimina-

tion‖ as applying to student speech and beliefs generally, even outside class as-

signments. And as Part I.A discussed, defendants have applied this ban to Ward in 

this particular case, based on her beliefs and her speech outside class assignments. 

This policy is therefore operating as an unconstitutional speech code, and 

should be enjoined. This Court‘s opinion in Dambrot v. Central Mich. Univ., 55 

F.3d 1177 (6th Cir. 1995), makes this clear. The policy in Dambrot banned, in re-

levant part, speech ―that subjects an individual to an intimidating, hostile or offen-

sive educational, employment or living environment by . . . (c) demeaning or slur-

ring individuals through . . . written literature because of their racial or ethnic affil-

iation; or (d) using symbols, [epithets] or slogans that infer negative connotations 

about the individual‘s racial or ethnic affiliation.‖ Id. at 1182. This, this Court held, 

covered constitutionally protected speech and thus violated the First Amendment. 

Likewise, the policy here bans ―condoning . . . discrimination‖ in the sense 
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of ―promot[ing] and/or support[ing]‖ discrimination, Francis Deposition, at 103–

04, Dkt. #80-10, at 40–41, including by simply ―believ[ing] . . . persons involved 

in an interracial marriage to be improper, immoral, and contrary to the human con-

dition,‖ id. at 56, Dkt. #80-10, at 16—and, a fortiori, expressing such a view, even 

outside client counseling. Such expression is likewise constitutionally protected, 

and it is unconstitutional to punish students for such expression to their professors. 

The ―broad scope of the policy‘s language,‖ as interpreted by defendants, ―presents 

a ‗realistic danger‘ the University could compromise the protection afforded by the 

First Amendment.‖ Dambrot, 55 F.3d at 1183. 

If a speech-restrictive policy were limited to speech to a client, or if a stu-

dent were being evaluated based on the content of the student‘s speech in a class 

assignment, the analysis would be different. But there is no such limitation in the 

policy, as reflected by this very case, where Ward was faulted for her beliefs and 

for her speech to her professors outside class assignments. The policy, as inter-

preted by the defendants, thus unambiguously violates the First Amendment. 

And even if there were some ambiguity, ―[i]f there is an internal tension be-

tween proscription and protection in the [policy], we cannot assume that, in its sub-

sequent enforcement, ambiguities will be resolved in favor of adequate protection 

of First Amendment rights.‖ NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S. 415, 438 (1963). At most 
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the ambiguity would leave the College of Education with discretion to decide 

which speech is covered, which would itself doom the policy as unconstitutionally 

vague. Dambrot, 55 F.3d at 1184. Only a clear injunction from a court could assure 

students that their outside-class-assignment speech would be constitutionally pro-

tected, even when it is seen by faculty as ―condon[ing] . . . discrimination.‖ 

CONCLUSION 

For these reasons, this Court should reverse the district court‘s denial of Ju-

lea Ward‘s motion for summary judgment, and remand the case to the district court 

with instructions to enter summary judgment for Ward; or, alternatively, this Court 

should at least reverse the district court‘s grant of defendants‘ motion for summary 

judgment, and remand for trial. 
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